Land tells the story of America

Historically, land has shaped us as a people; today, it is the key to a healthy and secure future for all Americans. It provides pure drinking water, healthy food, clean air and a home for plants and animals. Conserved, well-managed land also provides protection from natural disasters, such as floods and drought, while absorbing carbon and keeping it from the earth’s atmosphere.

The Land Trust Alliance shares its members’ passion for the land. As the voice of the land trust community, the Alliance is the national leader in policy, standards and education, working to strengthen and support land trusts so they can conserve and steward more land now and for future generations.

---

About Us

A Quick Overview

Founded in 1982, the Land Trust Alliance is a national nonprofit conservation organization that helps land trusts work faster, better and stronger.

Our nation’s land trusts, together, have conserved over 56 million acres of land. The Land Trust Alliance represents 1,000 nonprofits and their 4.6 million supporters, 207,000 volunteers and more than 6.2 million annual preserve visitors. Watch video »
Message from the Chair

Protecting our landscapes, our sources of food and fiber, our air, our water and our wildlife — those are universal values, not partisan ones. They are the values that bring Americans together, deeply ingrained in all of us.

Just think about how land trusts can be the leaders in rebuilding the conservation center in this country. We are the ones who can bring back together people all along the political spectrum, as well as a new generation of people of all ages and backgrounds who are or who want to be connected to the land.

This is the power of the Land Trust Alliance and its members, partners and supporters.

Jamey French  
Board Chair  
Land Trust Alliance

Message from the President

Last year marked the 25th anniversary of my first Land Trust Alliance Rally in Big Sky, Montana, in 1993. I joined more than 600 other like-minded people to learn about conserving land.

I didn’t know then that I would one day lead this formidable organization, guided by a new 2018-2022 strategic plan that was inspired by and created in conjunction with the land trust community. That plan acknowledges that two of the biggest challenges facing the land trust community are climate change and the need to make land conservation relevant to far more people. I am confident that, working together, we can help our fellow citizens understand all the ways that land conservation creates healthy people and maintains a healthy planet.

Andrew Bowman  
President & CEO  
Land Trust Alliance
2018 Highlights

We rolled out a new strategic plan. We celebrated federal policy wins and landmark court cases, expanded our online educational offerings and enjoyed an invigorating Rally. Thank you for all you make possible for our entire community. Learn more »

“For 37 years, the Alliance has grown to address the challenges and meet the burgeoning demands of land trusts across the nation — helping its member organizations to grow our capacity, strengthen our professionalism and increase our conservation impact.”

— Glenn Hoagland, President, Mohonk Preserve, New York (accredited)
Community Conservation

The Land Trust Alliance is committed to shining a bright light on how community conservation can transform land trusts and their communities. Learn more »

Spotlight: Stories That Inspire Change

Land trusts are saving land and changing lives in communities nationwide. They are reaching out and listening to people from all parts of their community to address the challenges they care about.

The Land Trust Alliance created a series of five Community Conservation Spotlight publications with informative and inspiring short stories about the impact of these innovative land trusts.

Bringing People Together

“A lot of people think that Indiana is cornfields and highways, but we have a very diverse landscape,” says Eric Bird, stewardship director at the accredited Shirley Heinze Land Trust. Its wide-ranging programs earned it the Land Trust Alliance’s National Land Trust Excellence Award in 2018. “We bring people together,” says Director of Development Andrea Huntington. “Not only are we providing a respite for flowers and animals, we’re providing a refuge for people, too.”
Government Relations

Each year the Land Trust Alliance’s federal policy agenda reflects its member priorities and advances private land conservation for all stakeholders. Learn more »

Spotlight: Federal Policy

Farm Bill Success!

On December 20, 2018, the Land Trust Alliance and a powerful coalition it had formed celebrated the 2018 Farm Bill being signed into law. “We commend Congress for passing a Farm Bill that reflects so many of our community’s highest priorities,” said Alliance President & CEO Andrew Bowman. “We’re grateful for the vigorous efforts of countless individuals, including our member land trusts and Farm Bill conferees who together achieved increased funding as well as provisions to streamline implementation of the program that will result in conserving more farms and ranches.”

Erik Glenn was one of those many individuals. Executive director of the accredited Colorado Cattlemen’s Agricultural Land Trust, Glenn went to Washington, D.C., at least seven times to advocate for land trusts on the 2018 Farm Bill.

“The Land Trust Alliance commends Congress for passing a Farm Bill that reflects so many of our community’s highest priorities.”

– Andrew Bowman, President & CEO, Land Trust Alliance
Our Legacy

We Need You

“If you do advocacy, you know why it’s important. If you don’t, please consider getting in the game,” said Andy Bicking with the accredited Scenic Hudson in his acceptance speech for the Alliance’s Ambassador of the Year Award, presented at Rally 2018. “It is our right as members of our communities, our duty and responsibility as citizens and professionals, and our legacy, because beyond the lands we protect, what more could we leave behind than a strong social and political network to ensure they will be cared for by future generations?” Learn more about becoming an Advocacy Ambassador. Watch video »

________________________

Climate Change

The Land Trust Alliance’s Land and Climate Program provides land trusts with the strategies, training and tools they need to adapt to and mitigate climate change in their work. Learn more »

________________________

Let’s Talk About Climate Change

Shaped by survey results from land trusts in 2017, the Alliance partnered with Words That Work on a series of 2018 workshops designed to help land trusts navigate the challenges of communicating about climate change. One takeaway: Framing climate in terms of prosperity, public health or security can be more effective than approaching it as an environmental issue.

“Land trusts need to be ‘culturally sensitive’ when broaching climate change,” says Greg Abernathy, executive director of the accredited Kentucky Natural Lands Trust. Working in Appalachia, KNLT emphasizes how conservation of a large and connected forested landscape can foster tourism and help create communities that retain and attract the talent needed to transition from a focus on coal to outdoor recreation.

Photo courtesy of Lowcountry Land Trust
Conservation Defense

The Land Trust Alliance’s Conservation Defense Program offers resources, including Terrafirma, a member-owned insurance program, to help land trusts defend protected land from challenges. Learn more »

Spotlight: Terrafirma by the Numbers

Terrafirma reduces a land trust’s exposure to potentially high litigation fees and sends a clear signal that a land trust has the capacity to defend its easements and conserved lands. Moreover, coverage provides participating land trusts with access to a national team of experts.

- Number of Terrafirma members: 511
- Number of acres covered by Terrafirma: 8.6 million acres
- Number of successful Terrafirma challenges since 2013: 352

No Need to Worry

“Ours is a small land trust run by volunteers. Having had two conservation easements violated before the creation of Terrafirma, we find Terrafirma’s insurance and drafting updates for easements highly comforting,” said a note from the trustees of Owl Creek Conservancy (OH) to the Land Trust Alliance in 2018. “Insurance means not only that we can meet our obligations to donors and to protected properties without the worry of exhausting our reserves, but also that legal assistance with national experience and perspective is available to us. We encourage the participation of all land trusts in Terrafirma.”
Training and Education

The Land Trust Alliance trains thousands of land trust people each year. Our programs reflect our commitment to empowering land trusts to do more as their people become more skilled, connected and inspired. Learn more »

Spotlight: Rally

A Rewarding Experience

Each year the Land Trust Alliance brings together thousands of conservationists at Rally: The National Land Conservation Conference, where sessions are taught by experts (our “faculty”) from the land conservation community.

“Rally provided a wonderful professional development and networking opportunity for the staff who attended,” said Ek Ong Kar Singh Khalsa, executive director of the Amah Mutsun Land Trust in California. “We are a young organization and we are learning as we go. Participating in the workshops and seminars at Rally gave our staff a look at how leaders in the field are approaching issues that our organization faces. They also provided practical tips and valuable examples for ways to approach our work. Rally also provided an important platform from which to share our unique work as a Native American land trust.”

“Rally was one of the most rewarding professional experiences of my land trust career.”

— Suzanne Simpson, Land Stewardship Director, Bayou Land Conservancy, Texas (accredited)
Long and Deep Roots

“One of the marvelous features of the tall grass prairie is the long and deep roots that allow the plants to survive through droughts and other harsh conditions,” says Ken Lowder, board president of the accredited Bur Oak Land Trust in Iowa and a participant in the Land Trust Alliance’s Land Trust Leadership Program in the spring of 2018. “The Alliance’s support nurtures Bur Oak Land Trust in a very similar way and we would not be what we are today without your support and guidance. Thank you for helping us to conserve these precious areas for generations to come!”

“The Alliance’s investments in organizational development have transformed our land trust from a startup to a well-organized, professional, maturing organization.”

— Gavin Ricklefs, Executive Director, Bitter Root Land Trust, Montana (accredited)

Accreditation

Voluntary accreditation provides independent verification that land trusts meet the high standards for land conservation, stewardship and nonprofit management. Learn more »

Opening Doors

Linda Garrett, executive director of Tug Hill Tomorrow Land Trust in New York, knows how important partnerships are to getting more done with less. “But before we were accredited there were some state agencies that had doubts about our ability; we weren’t invited to the table.” When Tug Hill became accredited, Garrett received a call from a regional agency director. “He said, ‘I have a project I want to partner on with you.’”

The report “An Impact Evaluation of the Land Trust Accreditation Program’s First Ten Years” confirms that the time and money invested by land trusts, the Alliance and volunteer commissioners over the past decade has clearly mattered.
About Us

The staff, board of directors and leadership of the Land trust Alliance form the heart of its mission. Learn more »

Supporters

The Land Trust Alliance thanks all of our generous supporters, who together make countless successes in land conservation happen. Learn more »

Faculty

The Land Trust Alliance thanks the faculty who have taught at our local, regional and national events. Learn more »

Strategic Plan

The Land Trust Alliance’s strategic plan for 2018-2022 focuses on four big conservation goals: advancing the relevance, rate, rigor and resilience of land conservation. Learn more »

Awards Program

The Land Trust Alliance Awards program seeks to honor the innovative work of our member land trusts and land conservationists across the nation. Learn more »

Join Us

Join us in our efforts to ensure that land trusts continue their critical work to empower Americans to conserve our lands, our waters, our wildlife and our ways of life. Learn more »
Financial Overview

I am pleased to report that in 2018 the Land Trust Alliance had a positive year financially with $14.4 million in revenue. Total net assets decreased marginally to $18.4M due to an increase in accrued expenses for direct grants to land trusts.

Total expenses of $15.3 million include $4.0 million in direct grants, scholarships and awards to land trusts and other conservation organizations for organizational and leadership development, community conservation and innovative conservation projects. The Land Trust Accreditation Commission achieved a modest operating surplus while developing a new accreditation management system. Our combined balance sheet remains strong and liquid. Programmatic efficiency remains solid at 83.6%.

The Alliance’s complete, audited financial statements, which contain an unqualified audit opinion, are available at www.landtrustalliance.org/2018-annual-report or by request to info@lta.org.

Chase Warden
Chief Operating & Financial Officer
Land Trust Alliance
Land Trust Alliance Supporters

The Land Trust Alliance is deeply grateful to our generous supporters who make our work possible.

Special appreciation goes to donors supporting the Alliance through corporate matching programs and workplace campaigns and to the many land trusts that made charitable contributions above and beyond their member dues.

Please contact donate@ita.org for questions regarding your listing.

* indicates new and continuing multi-year gifts and pledges
+ indicates in-kind contributions

$1 Million and Greater
Anonymous*
S.D. Bechtel, Jr. Foundation*
Shelby Cullom Davis Charitable Fund, Inc.
Doris Duke Charitable Foundation*
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
The Oregon Community Foundation*
Yarg Foundation*

$500,000 - $999,999
Anonymous
Anonymous*
MARPAT Foundation, Inc.*
USDA Forest Service*
The Volgenau Foundation*

$100,000 - $499,999
Robert and Margaret Ayres*

Bobolink Foundation
Butler Conservation Fund*
The Carls Foundation
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation*
Gaylord and Dorothy Donnelley Foundation*
GOCO*
Hillsdale Fund*
Houston Endowment Inc.*
Laural Foundation*
LOR Foundation*
Mithun Family Foundation
National Fish and Wildlife Foundation*
The Nature Conservancy
Open Space Institute*
The Panaphil and Uphill Foundations*
The PCLB Foundation

Nina Mason Pulliam Charitable Trust*
U.S. Department of Defense*
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency*
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service*
USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service

$50,000 - $99,999
Anonymous
The Agua Fund
Robert B. Berry
Jane's Trust
The Meadows Foundation
Merck Family Fund*
Meyer Memorial Trust*
The Cynthia and George Mitchell Foundation
The Moore Charitable Foundation

Michael and Barbara Polemis*
Richard King Mellon Foundation
RJM Foundation
Julie and Henry Sharpe, III
Shield-Ayres Foundation*
Still Water Foundation
Trailsend Foundation
Turner Foundation

$25,000 - $49,999
Anonymous
David H. Anderson
Bloomingdale Management Advisors+
The Cabana Fund of the Oregon Community Foundation
Chesapeake Bay Trust*
Colcom Foundation
The Conservation Fund
The Conserve-A-Nation Program by Alliant Insurance
ExxonMobil
Shirley S. French
George L. Ohrstrom, Jr. Foundation
David Hartwell and Elizabeth DeBaut
Lauren Huffman
Edward H. Ladd
Lyndhurst Foundation
Mary McFadden and Lawrence Stifler
Jim and Carolyn Millstein
The Curtis and Edith Munson Foundation
Nordlys Foundation
Frederic C. Rich
Sharpe Family Foundation
$10,000 - $24,999
Anonymous
Laurie Andrews and Perk Perkins
Sue Anschutz-Rodgers Foundation
Arent Fox LLP+
Marilyn M. Ayres
Alan M. Bell
Winthrop Brown +
Cashdan/Stein Great Grandmother Fund
Franz and Anne Colloredo-Mansfeld
Columbia Land Conservancy
Davis Conservation Foundation
The Dowling Foundation
Warren and Zoann Dusenbury Charitable Trust
The Lester and Phyllis Epstein Foundation, Inc.
The Feather River Land Trust’s Learning Landscapes Program
Fields Pond Foundation*
Jameson and Priscilla French
Fresh Sound Foundation
Judith A. Grandahl Family Foundation, a Donor Advised Fund of The U.S. Charitable Gift Trust
Natasha Grigg
Marjorie L. Hart
Peter O. and Alice E. Hausmann
Helena Foundation
Horizon Foundation
Mrs. Henry A. Jordan
Kathy K. Leavenworth
Fernando Lloveras
Miranda Fund of the Community Foundation of New Jersey
Montana Land Reliance
Bill and Hattie Mulligan
The Nature Conservancy in New York
The Nature Conservancy, Pennsylvania Chapter
Overhills Foundation
PA Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
Peconic Land Trust
Prince Charitable Trusts
Tom and Sally Reeve Southern Company
Judith Stockdale and Jonathan Boyer
Barbara Sweet
The Trust for Public Land
Virginia Environmental Endowment
Western Pennsylvania Conservancy
Wildlife Forever Fund
David and Susan Work
$5,000 - $9,999
Linda Allard
Appraisal Institute
Andrew J. Bowman
Mr. Christopher E. Buck and Dr. Hara Schwartz
S. Jeffrey Burt
Cargill Salt
The Climate Trust
Mr. and Mrs. David D. Croll
Cypress Creek Renewables
Barbara David
Ducks Unlimited, Inc.
Dutchess Land Conservancy
The French Foundation
Georgia Power Foundation, Inc.
Mrs. Francis W. Hatch
Sherry F. Huber
Timothy A. Ingraham
Elizabeth B. Johnson Fund
Laura Johnson
The Land Conservancy of New Jersey*
Larson Land Foundation
Missouri Department of Conservation
Mohawk Hudson Land Conservancy
New York City Department of Environmental Protection
James H. Ottaway, Jr.
Panorama Organic
Grass-Fed Meats+
Scenic Hudson, Inc.
SK Foundation
Stephen J. Small, Esq.
Smikis Foundation
Jane Smith Turner
Foundation
Jennifer Speers
Tucker Foundation
Ute Indian Tribe
Andy Weaver+
Weeden Foundation
$1,000 - $4,999
Anonymous
The 1,000 Islands
Land Trust
Lise H. Aangeenbrug
Paul R. and
Constance Norweb
Abbey
Louis and Anne
Abrons Foundation
Mark and Susan
Ackelson
Adirondack Land
Trust
Agricultural
Stewardship
Association
Gentry Barden
Timothy Barnard and
Meredyth Patterson
Barton & Loguidice,
D.P.C.
Anne H. Bass
Sylvia Bates and
Thomas Masland
Beard Family
Charitable Trust
Matthew Bender IV
Richard S. Berry
William Biersach
Mr. and Mrs. John H.
Birdsall
James and Elizabeth
Bramsen
Mary and Kevin Brice
William Brown
The Atticus Trust
Judith M. Buechner
Advised Fund
Art Bukowski+
Christopher B. Burke
Richard Burns
The Edmund & Betsy
Cabot Charitable
Foundation
Rachel Gahan and
Sam Callard
Central New York
Land Trust
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Chamberlin
The Chazen
Companies
Joyce and Lester
Coleman
Dr. Roland Francis
Crane, Jr.
Bradley Currey, Jr.
Leslie Setterholm
Curtis and Timothy T.
Curtis
Andrew C. Dana
Jim Daus
Edward and Sherry
Ann Dayton
Erin Heskett
Kaila Dettman Hooker
and Terry Hooker
Jane A. Difley
Marylee and Charles
Dodge
Bill and Nancy
Doolittle
The Doritch Fund
EarthShare
Paul and Sandy
Easter
Mary English
Robert and Jane
Ettinger
John and Deborah L.
Evangelakos
Tim Evnin
Lori Faeth
Fanwood
Foundation/West
Fay Ranches
Karen Ferrell-Ingram
Fieldstone
Foundation, Inc.
Finger Lakes Land
Trust
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Finke
Mr. and Mrs. James C.
Flood
Foundation for
Pennsylvania
Watersheds
Barbara and Donald
Frank Charitable Fund
Valerie Friedman
Kristin Gamble
Genesee Land Trust
Genesee Valley
Conservancy
Rick and Alice
Godfrey
Celeste and Eric
Grace
Bill Graham
Edward A. Halle, Jr.
The Corwith Fund
Andrew and Elinor
Hart
David S. Hartig
Whitney and Elizabeth
Hatch
Elliott D. Hillback, Jr.
W. Anthony and Lynn
Hitschler
Karen J. Hixon
Hudson Highlands
Land Trust
Bill and Lynda Hutton
L. Stockton Iilloway
and Eleanor Morris
Iilloway
Fuller Callaway - The
Indigo Group at
Morgan Stanley
Invasive Plant Control, Inc
Iowa Natural Heritage Foundation
Wendy Jackson
Jackson Hole Land Trust
Albert G. Joerg
Elizabeth L. Johnson
Stephen T. Johnson and Johanna H. Pyle
Nathaniel Kinsey
Renee Kivikko
Susan and Christopher Klem
The Jacob and Minnie Kliman Foundation
Herbert H. Kohl
Laura Kracum
Lawrence R. Kueter
Lake George Land Conservancy
Michael LaMair
Glenn Lamb and Sue Knight
Douglas Land
Susan Lang and Robert Levenson
Deborah E. Lans
Richard Larson
Jeff Leon
Cary Leptuck and Nancy Corson
Rob Levin
Konrad J. Liegel
C. Timothy Lindstrom
Stephen H. Lockhart and Karen A. Bals
Henry Lord
Lostand Foundation, Inc.
The Lawrence J Lunden Foundation
Susan and Mayo Lykes
The Lyme Timber Company LP
Erwin and Nancy Maddrey
Plato Malozemoff Foundation
Constance and Terry Marbach
March Conservation Fund
Margaret M. Hixon Fund
Mr. and Mrs. Charles K. Marshall
Marshall & Sterling Insurance
Gary and Karen Martin
Thomas Masland+
Joselin J. Matkins
Kevin McEvoy and Barbara Epstein
Marsha McMahan Zelus
Josie Merck
Jennifer L. Miller
Miller & Martin, PLLC
Demetrie and Dorothy Mills
Mohonk Preserve
Leslie and Nicholas Moore
Mr. and Mrs. William F. Morrill
Stephen and Amanda Morris
Paul and Antje Newhagen
Richard Newton
NextEra Energy Transmission New York
North Salem Open Land Foundation
North Shore Land Alliance
Clara and Jack Nyman
Donna and Bill Oliver
George Olsen and Ellen Vogelsang
William C. and Joyce C. O’Neil Charitable Trust
Orange County Land Trust
Otsego Land Trust
Overall Family Foundation
Pattison, Koskey, Howe & Bucci, CPAs, P.C.
Peninsula Open Space Trust
Perry/Wood Family Trust
Louise Plank
Kelly A. Presley
John Frederick Pritchard
Progressive Asset Management
Rudolph S. Rauch
Mr. Robert and Mrs. Myra Rich
Gail Danto and Art Roffey
Christopher D. Roosevelt
Steve E. Rosenberg
Rupp Baase Pfalzgraf Cunningham LLC
Margaret Sands+
Sasco Foundation
Thomas D. Saunders
Brian and Maggie Schilling
Eric R. Schumann
Catherine Scott and Jamie Resor
Eliot and Christine Scull
Mr. and Mrs. Tim Seifert
Sam Shine Foundation
Carl Siemon Family Charitable Trust
Jennifer Sims
Joseph C. Skalski
Alice Smith
Austin and Susan Smith
Michelle D. Smith
Stephen and Jean Smith
Cyrus Spurlino
Robert Stokes
Sustainable Forestry Initiative
Stephen W. and Lucinda Low Swartz
Kenneth and Caroline Taylor
John A. Terrill, II and Mary Jane Barrett
Anna Marie and John E. Thron
The Trust for Public Land, New York State Office
Amy and Steve Unfried
James and Bonnie Van Alen
The Gilbert Verney Foundation
Connie W. Waddington
Washington Association of Land Trusts
Constance Best and Laurie Wayburn
F.W. Webking, Jr.
Georgia E. Welles
Westchester Land Trust
Western New York Land Conservancy
Lauri Korinek and Mark Weston
Rick Weyerhaeuser
Whiteman Osterman & Hanna LLP
Penelope Wilson
Sally Wood
Darrell and Callie Wood
Mr. and Mrs. C. Martin Wood, III
Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies
F. Anthony Zunino
$500 - $999
Anonymous
Emory and Marilyn Ackley
Alliance for Clean Energy New York
Joshua Arnow and Elyse Arnow Brill
Robert Berry
Cornelia W. Bonnie
Willy Borner
Nicole Braddock
Richard A. Brockelman
Barbara Brown
The Eileen D. Brown Charitable Trust
Juliet Browne
CC Environment & Planning
Chautauqua Watershed Conservancy
Hope Childs
Daniel J. Cline
Courtney Collins
Charles and Dianna Colman
Community Consultants
Carolyn Coughlin
Travis Custer+
Sara Jane and William DeHoff
Delaware Highlands Conservancy
Michael DeWan Appraisal & Associates
Stan and Betsy Dole
Richard Eales
Philip and Joanna Enquist
Suzanne Erera
Jay and Lynne Espy
Anne Faulkner
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce W. Fleming
Cheryl Fox
Thomas D. French
Tony and Laurel Gilbert
Deborah Gillespie and Charles Burbridge
Grassroots Gardens Western New York
Green Guerillas
Joy Greene
Dr. Paul Guyre
Lisa Haderlein
John V. Halsey
Joanne F. Hamilton
Nancy and David Hathaway
Mary Hegenbarth
Abby Henkel+
Carol Hess+
Lisa Heyward
Dorothy Hinkle-Uhlig
Alexander Host Foundation
Indian River Lakes Conservancy
Pat Jackman
Christine P. Johnson
Daniel Kellogg
Paul K. Kindel
Justin Klabin
Dan Kyler
Craig Larimer, Jr.
Randy M. Lee
The Lumpkin Family Foundation
Jacqueline B. Mars
Wendy Lee McCalvy
Maren McLaughlin-Klotz+
Linda Mead
Mianus River Gorge
Leelanau Conservancy
John K. Notz, Jr.
NYS Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA)
Oceanledges Fund of Maine Community Foundation
Bruce Odessy
Jason Olshesky
Michael O’Malley
Peter and Charlene Paden
Peter S. Paine, Jr.
Catherine Patton and Stephen Farr
Kristopher A. Pickler
Poarch Band of Creek Indians
Dan Rademacher+
Rodenhausen Chale & Polidoro LLP
Katherine Roome
Peter Rotch
Mr. Alan F. Rothschild, Jr. Through The Fort Trustee Fund, CFCV
Ruth Russell
Joanna Dunn Samson
Saratoga PLAN
Schwartzberg & Kenyon, PLLC
Side Saddle Chase Foundation
Sorenson Family Foundation
Stewart’s Shops
Holmes and Didi Stockly
Peter J. Talty
Teatown Lake Reservation
Richard M. Tucker
Tug Hill Tomorrow Land Trust
Alexander S. Van Alen
Peter Vaughan
Maiana Voge+
Ian and Diane Walker
Gary Werner
Harold T. White, III
Marilyn B. Wilson
Anne and Ethan Winter
Woodstock Land Conservancy
Charlotte Trieufus and Lloyd P. Zuckerberg
$250 - $499
Anonymous
Helen C. Alexander
David Allen +
Brian Ambrette+
Crystel Anders +
Chet Anderson
Kacky Andrews
Corry Barr
Timothy Bartley
Gabriel A. Battisti, III
Whitney Beals
Allan Beezley
Robert Besanceney
Andrew Bethune +
David and Annie Bingham
Jim Bonesteel
Janet Booth
Jake Bradt+
Ellie Brown+
Annette Upson Browne
Pat Caffrey
Frederick C. Calder
Richard Carlson and Christina Benitez
Robyn L. Carlton
Diane Cass
Dana Chabot +
Christopher Chador
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Clay, Jr.
Leslie Cole-Brooks
Dave Coleman
Charles Eugene Conklin, Jr.
William G. Constable
Kevin Cox
Christopher P. Craig
Peter H. Creighton
Joe Cronley
Gary Cunningham
David V. DeAntonis
Warren Delano
Scott Dickerson and Janet Redfield
Jeffrey Dickson
Timothy and Remsen Dooley
Karen Eisenhauer
Sheldon Evans and Martha McMaster
Owen Fairbank
Joe Fargione+
Charles and Charlotte Faulkner
Sara Fishman
David Flanagan
Friends of the Washington County Grasslands
Lou and John Furrer
Jennifer and Jay Fusco
Eugenie and Brad Gentry
Tamara Geveci
Terry Grady
Clive Gray
Nina Handley +
Joseph Hanggi, Jr.
Karen Hargrove
Peter N. Heydon
John Hunt
Jennifer D. Jaffe
Jessica E. Jay, Esq.
Mark Johnsen
P. Michael Jung
Bruce Kantner
Juniper M. Katz
Margaret Kavookjian
Ernest E. Keet
Stephen M. Kelley
Thomas and Elizabeth Kelsey Fund
Dave and Sharon Koehler
Lisa C. Kombrink, Esq.
Bonnie Kreitler
Jack Kueneman
William Lawrence, III
Kathie A. Levison
Mark and Ellen Levy
John Lhost
Elan Lipschitz+
Lauren Long+
Lowell Parks & Conservation Trust
Pat Lundholm
Lydia S. Macauley
Bill and Carol Maloney
Madeline McClave
Maxwell McCormack, Jr. and Lynne Lavioie
Linda McNulty
Clint Miller
Ginevera Moore
Sarah Naperalo+
Arthur Newbold, IV
Gerald Nordblom
Northeast Wilderness Trust
Bradford R. Oswald
Jeffrey Ottum
Linda Overlin
Eric Packer
Josh Parrish+
Gregory and Frances Penkowsky
Edwin Perry
Chuck Pettis
Robert B. Pilgrim
Jane Prohaska
Ranchland Trust of Kansas
William Reller
Vicki Rinehart
Elena Robson
Roundout-Esopus Land Conservancy
Dianne Russell +
Susan P. Rust
Scott Schaffer+
Tom Scharffenberger
Steve Schomberg
David C. Smith
Tom Smith
Adrienne Stefan
Ann H. Stevens and William J. Shattuck
Julia Stokes
R.B. Summitt, II
John Tucker
Jeannette Tuitele-Lewis
United Way California Capital Region
Tammara Van Ryn and Christopher Lincoln
Greg Vital
Emily Wade
Rob Wade+
Janet Wantland
Elizabeth D. Ward
Val Washington and Hank Stebbins
Richard Watkins
Kelly Jean Watkinson
Dawn Watson
Harry Webster, Jr. and M. Eileen Webster
Don Weden
Bill and Mary Weeks
Rand and Sue Wentworth
Michael B. Whitfield
Robert Wilson
Winnakee Land Trust
Jaime Zadra
Myra Zilahy
$50 - $249
Anonymous
Grania Ackley
Donna G. Aderhold
Sue Aiken
Bill Ailor
Douglas Albaugh
Danny and Violeta Albert
JoAnn Albert
Jim and Linda Aldrich
Susan Alexander
Frank and Christina Allen
Iska Alter
Clifford Anderson
Marc Anderson
Robin Andrews
Jennifer Lynn Apple
Austin R. Arabie
Mr. David Armstrong
William Arnold
Karen Arsenault
Jeanne Coors Arthur
Phil and Carolyn Auger
Judie Babcock
Tom Backer
Connie Backlund
Nancy Bain
Paul and Teri Baits
Brenda J. Baker
Madge Baker
George Bakken
Malcolm Barlow
Timothy L. Barnett
Curtis Barnett
John Barowski
Amy Barr
Bob Barrett and Linda Atkinson
Lorraine Barrett
Stephen and Kelly Bates
Simi Batra
Battenkill Conservancy
Melba Battin
Dr. Wendy P. and Gabriel A Battisti, III
Patti Baumgardner
Michael Baxter
Barbara Beaumont
Ms. Melinda M. Beck
Katrina Becker
Andrew Beers
James Behan
Robert J. Bein
Dorrance Berlin
Evan Bender
Donald R. Bennett
Bob Berman
Greg J. Bettencourt
Mary A. Bettencourt
Richard Beyer
Paul Bickel
J. Bruce Biesman-Simons
David Bircheneough
Jeffrey Birnberg
Tom and Lynn Blagden
Rob Bleiberg
Aidan I. Blum
Braye Boardman
Aaron Bock
Scott Boettger
Natalie H. Bogdanowicz
Jim Bogner
Lyn Boone
Ingrid Bostick
Charles Bouril
Winston Bowen
John and Linda Bowers
Lee and Roberta Bowman
Darby and Lisa Bradley
Kevin Brady
Jennifer Brady-Connor
Frank Brand II
Robert S. Brandt
David and Dolores Bridges
Gary Britton
Abigail Brooks
Larry Brooks
Ben Brophy
Lloyd David Brown
Conchessa M. Brownell
Michal Brownell
Roland and Joyce Bryan
Ellen Buchanan
Karen N. Budd
Bruce A. Bugbee
Kathleen Bulman
Dennis and Linda Burbridge
Steffanie Burgevin
Janet Burns
Gale Bury
William Butler
David Butz
Sarah Byerly
Michele S. Byers
Jim and Terry Byrne
Cenie Cafarelli
John W. Caffry
Doug Cain
Elizabeth Calcutt
Leroy Call
Jane L. Calvin
Bradley Cameron
Craig Canine
Capital Roots
Kristy Caron
Craig Allen Carpenter
Carol Laikin Carpenter
Richard Carr
Seamus Carroll
Kathy Carroll
Luther Carter
Denis Case and Margarita Apanius
Kevin Case
Philip Castle
Ann Cathers
Susan G. Caughlan, Esq.
Cazenovia Preservation Foundation
Randy Cepuch
Brian Cerreta
Burnet Chalmers
Champlain Area Trails
Drs. Charles and Marieke Chancellor
John P and Martha W. Chandler
Mrs. Sheila Chanler
Charles M. Chapin
Ms. Rebecca Corning Chapman
Susanna Chatametikool
Charles and Lael Chester
Charles Cheston
Francis Chiaramonte
Ellen Childs
Andrew Chmar  
Clare Churchill  
Barbara Clark  
Ben Clark  
Edward Sortwell  
Clement Jr Esq  
David Clement  
Terry Clemons  
Anne Cody  
Russ Cohen  
Raine Coker  
A.T. Cole  
Ann Cole  
Gary Colley  
Kathryn Conant and  
Timothy Vandenberg  
Johnston Connelly  
Nicholas S. Constantakis  
Stephen Cook  
Diane Cooley  
Peter B. Cooper  
Stan Cope  
Larry W. Copley  
Tom Cotton  
Jay and Page Cowles  
Lynn Cox  
Cragsmoor  
Conservancy  
Mark T. Crawford  
Thomas Crider  
Ken Crowell  
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